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tara BooKS

Tara Books is a collective of writers, artists and designers—we publish 
illustrated books for children and adults. Our visual books span a 
range of genres: children’s literature, social and art pedagogy, popular 
culture, photography and art. We’re committed to returning the senses 
back to the physical book in an age busy writing its obituary. We value 
experimentation: in content, design and production. We also like to 
enhance the quirky pleasures of reading, for both children and adults—
from picture books for all ages to experimental graphic narratives, we 
have developed new genres of expression. 

The hallmark of our publishing is our engagement with the rich diversity of 
Indian folk and tribal art. We have brought many of these traditions into 
the book for the first time, by combining them with contemporary design 
and fine production, and in the process, have changed the perspective 
from which stories are usually told. Our books are universally accessible, 
and for us universality is not global sameness, but a genuine connection 
with difference. 

We’re known for our books made entirely by hand—and have created 
a range of what may be called ‘crossover’ picture books. Children are 
drawn to the tactility and graphic richness of the art in these books, while 
adults value the fine printing, unusual paper and brilliant design. Recently, 
we have gone on to explore the fascinating field of crossover titles in 
other forms—book architecture for example, and textile books. Our 
collaborations with authors, artists and designers both from India and 
other cultures have expanded considerably. This year’s catalogue features 
a range of new titles and genres, including art pedagogy and art history, as 
well as book architecture and a hand block-printed textile book.

We have also expanded our stationery list—and introduced a new line 
in cards and prints. Our stationery catalogue contains the complete list. 
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HaNDMaDE BooKS / NEw titlES

tHE BaCCHaE
gita wolf, sirish rao, indrapramit roy

This contemporary retelling of Euripides’ The Bacchae—
the last extant greek tragedy—relates the classic myth of 
the god Dionysus with the playful yet dangerous lyricism 
of the original. Dionysus, son of Zeus and god of wine and 
dance, returns to his native city of Thebes. While the city’s 
women are enchanted by his powers, pentheus, king of 
Thebes, is determined to end their revelry. But destiny 
wills otherwise, and a horrific nightmare unfolds. exquisite 
illustrations heighten the aesthetic appeal of this beautiful 
handcrafted book.

awarD

highlighted Title of the month, independent publisher 
online, nov 2005

had four daughters, Autonoe, Ino, 
Agave, and Semele. 

Then Zeus entered Cadmus’s life 
once more. One day the god’s roving 
eye noticed the beautiful Semele. 
That evening, he came to her bed, 
and the house of Cadmus received a 
god once more. And that night a new 
god—Dionysus, dark god of wine and 
spring—was conceived. 

But Dionysus’s birth was not cele-
brated, as such a divine birth should 
have been. When Zeus’s wife Hera came 
to know of her husband’s wandering, 
she caused Semele to be struck down 
with a thunderbolt, turning her into a 
smoldering heap of ash. The unborn 
Dionysus would have vanished too, had 
Zeus not intervened, snatching the baby 
from Semele’s womb. He sewed the 
baby into his thigh, hiding it there until 
it was ready to be born again. 

Dionysus always remembered the dark 
stealth of his birth. The uncelebrated 
baby grew into a god who demanded to 
be worshipped with revelry and dance. 

The mysterious god Dionysus 
had two births. 
His mother was Semele, 
beautiful daughter of king 

Cadmus, founder of the great city of 
Thebes. Dionysus’s father was Zeus 
himself, sovereign patriarch of the gods. 

The story goes back to a time when 
Cadmus first came to Greece, a young 
Phoenician traveler, empty-handed but 
for the gift of the alphabet. He came 
in search of his sister Europa, who had 
been abducted by Zeus. Cadmus never 
found her, but after many adventures 
in the strange land, he went on to build 
mighty Thebes and become its first king. 
Thebes was a city that mirrored the 
heavens, watched over by Apollo, god of 
light and reason. 

Cadmus’s fortune grew. He was given 
the hand of the immortal Harmony 
in marriage, at a time when gods 
and humans could marry. It was a 
wedding to be remembered—the gods 
of Olympus were the guests, and the 
muses themselves provided the music. 
Cadmus and Harmony lived well and 

Art / Classic
hc; 28 pp; Three colours
210 mm x 280 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-81-86211-91-5
£ 24   •   € 29.80

BlaCK: aN artiSt’S triBUtE
santosh kumar das

“The rightful place for an artist, his real world, is a pot of 
black ink. I believe it contains all the magic, all the forms, 
everything that human beings can imagine and render...” 
says mithila artist santosh kumar das. 

for seven years, he worked on this project: and the 
result is a beautiful visual and textual tribute to the many 
influences that helped his artistic vision — the greatest 
of them being his mother, along with the other women 
of the household who practised this originally female 
tradition of art.

Art / Memoir
hc; 24 pp; single colour
260 mm x 342 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-93-83145-62-1
£ 27   •   € 32

HaNDMaDE BooKS / NEw titlES
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SUN aND MooN
various artists

part of everyday life, yet rich in symbolic meaning, 
renderings of the sun and the moon are present in all 
folk and tribal art traditions of India. They are always 
in relationship with each other. Agrarian societies keep 
track of time by referring to markers in the seasonal 
variations of the sun, moon, and the planets. Over the 
course of time, they have also woven wonderful stories 
and myths around them.

here, for the first time, is a collection of unusual stories 
and exquisite art from some of the finest living artists, 
on this most universal of themes.

The moon is surrounded by her many children, the stars ... while the sun is always alone.

art / folklore
hc; 28 pp; colour
275 mm x 250 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-93-83145-44-7
£ 28   •   € 36

HaNDMaDE BooKS

tHE ClotH oF tHE 
MotHEr goDDESS
Jagdish Chitara

This textile book tells the story of the origins of 
Mata-Ni-Pachedi, the ritual ‘Cloth of the Mother 
goddess’. Traditionally created by artisans from 
the nomadic Vaghari community in gujarat, these 
votive cloths offer a painted image of the goddess 
to herself. gifting a piece of creation to the creator 
is considered the highest form of worship. 

Hand block-printed on textile, this limited-edition 
artists’ book is in the form of a cloth shrine. It pays 
tribute not only to a sublime conception of the 
power of art, but also to the labour involved in 
creating it.

The book comes 
with a facsimile paper 
edition, featuring text 
that takes the reader 
through the various 
panels; and with a 
booklet that traces 
the transformation of 
a piece of textile art 
into a textile book.

Art / Textile
hc; 14 panels; Two colours
255 mm x 255 mm
Hand block-printed on cloth
978-93-83145-31-7
£ 75   •   € 110
(also available in german)

HaNDMaDE BooKS
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i liKE CatS
anushka ravishankar,  
various artists 

Sunny cats, sad cats, grinning cats, bad cats, cats with 
scowls and cats with jowls... anushka Ravishankar’s 
cheeky verse holds together this gallery of irresistible 
feline characters from some of the best-known tribal 
and folk artists of India. Sure to delight cat lovers, art 
lovers and artsy cat lovers! 

BOLOGNA PRIZE 
Best Children’s Publisher 
of the year in Asia 2013 5 3 0 0 0

9 789383 145287

ISBN 978-93-83145-28-7

IND ` 800 |  UK £19.99 | US $30.00

I like cats_cover_HM_2015_RR.indd   1 28/01/15   9:47 am

HaNDMaDE BooKS

art / picture book 
hc; 48 pp; colour
180 mm x 180 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade 
paper
978-93-83145-28-7 
£ 19.99   •   € 25 
(also available in german) 

HaNDMaDE BooKS

CrEatioN 
BhaJJu shyam with gita wolf

from a fish waiting to be born, to the beginning of 
art and the necessity of death… lore from the gond 
tribal community in central India abounds in stories 
of origins, transformations and endings. Celebrated 
gond artist Bhajju shyam now gathers together 
these tales for the first time. By linking the cosmic 
with the everyday, he expresses the essence of each 
myth in ten sequential images. This extraordinary 
visual narrative of cyclical time takes us from the 
germinal moment to the turnaround point… where 
death once again transits into renewal. 

gita wolf ’s english text recreates the terse wisdom 
of Bhajju shyam’s hindi expressions with great 
nuance.

This handsome hand, silkscreen-printed edition 
recreates the brilliant conceptual art of the book, 
with ink, line and paper combining to add depth and 
texture to every page.

awarD

crescer magazine 30 Best children’s Book award, 
2016 (Brazilian edition)

We celebrate the sowing season with a Seedling Festival. For nine days and nights,  
girls pray to a pot of sprouting grain, there is singing and dancing all night. Finally, on 

the tenth day, the seedlings are ceremoniously spread on the ground, and watered.  
We offer thanks to this miracle of creation, which allows us all to live.

The Sacred Seed 
All life comes from a source, a germ which holds  
a miraculous possibility within itself, and when  

the time is right, lets it unfold. The source of  
plant life is the seed. 

art / folk / outsider art / gift 
hc; 24 pp; colour 
280 mm x 280 mm 
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-93-83145-03-4 
£ 35   •   € 39.90
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HaNDMaDE BooKS

iN tHE laND oF 
pUNCtUatioN
Christian morgenstern,  
rathna ramanathan, sirish rao

first published in 1905, german poet christian 
Morgenstern’s In the Land of Punctuation (Im Reich der 
Interpunktionen) is a comic poem on the flow of language 
–and the breaks in it. punctuation signs are markers of 
pauses, interruptions, asides and stops. But they also 
point to intonation, intent and emotion… a fact used 
brilliantly by Morgenstern to turn them into characters 
with their own agendas, in a drama that careens towards 
an inevitable end. It is a fun romp, and yet the political 
undertones are unmistakable, suggesting menacing 
systems of control.

The question marks avoid the scrape
(as always) and quietly escape

Illustrated Verse / Art / 
Design 
hc; 32 pp; Two colours
235 mm x 355 mm 
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-93-83145-15-7 
£ 29.99   •   € 39.90 

Adding a new dimension to the connection between marks and meaning, graphic 
designer Rathna Ramanathan illustrates this translated version of the poem with 
punctuation signs. She evokes older traditions such as calligrams and the art 
of the Russian constructivists, while developing her own ingenious–and very 
contemporary–idiom. Her visual grammar balances bold experimentation with 
precise communication, creating an artist’s book at the crossroads of language, 
graphic design and politics.

This signed, limited-edition book has been silkscreen-printed and bound by hand on 
recycled handmade paper, at Tara Books’ print workshop, run on fair-trade practices. 

awarDS

certificate of 
Excellence, International 
Society of Typographic 
designers (isTd), 2014 

Design Observer Top 
50 Book list, 2014

white Ravens 
Catalogue of World’s 
Best Children’s Books, 
2010

HaNDMaDE BooKS

watErliFE
ramBharos Jha

Waterlife features Mithila art, a vibrant and 
delicate form of painting from Bihar in eastern 
India. In this visually stunning book that renders 
images of water and the life it contains, artist 
Rambharos Jha creates an unusual artist’s 
journal, where aquatic motifs of the mithila 
style are transformed to invoke childhood 
memory and lore. 

Waterlife is silkscreen-printed by hand on 
handmade paper.

awarDS

mention, BolognaRagazzi award, new 
horizons, Bologna, 2012

design observer Top 50 Book list, 2011

art / gift
hc; 28 pp; colour
360 mm x 220 mm
Silkscreen-printed on  
handmade paper;  
fourth numbered edition   
978-93-80340-13-5
£ 30   •   € 39.90
(not for sale in german-speaking 
regions)
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HaNDMaDE BooKS

tHE NigHt liFE oF trEES
BhaJJu shyam, durga Bai,  
ramsingh urveti  

The Night Life of Trees is an exquisite silkscreen-printed 
art book of tree lore from the gond tribe in central 
lndia. Trees are central to the gond tribal imagination: 
in addition to the stories that surround them, trees are 
important in a lived, everyday sense. There is a gond 
belief that trees are busy during the day, giving shade 
and food to humans and animals. It is only during the 
night that their real spirit emerges.  

a collection of work by three of the finest living artists 
of the gond tribe–traditionally a community of forest 
dwellers from central India–this quintessential Tara title 
has gone into several editions and in different languages.

awarD

BolognaRagazzi award, new horizons, 2008

The CreaTiON Of Trees

When Shankar Bhagwan, the creator, made the first man, there 
was no tree, no leaf  on earth. The man said, “Lord, what will 
i eat? how will i live?” The creator pulled three hairs from his 
own body, and from them made three great trees. Then the 
man said “But lord, there are no fruit on these trees. Three 
will remain three, and three must die one day.” Then shankar 
Bhagwan took the ash coating his matted hair and sprinkled 
the trees with it, and they began to flower and fruit. So in the 
days before we knew how to grow grain, it was trees that filled 
our stomachs with their fruit. 

art / folklore
hc; 40 pp; colour
230 mm x 330 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper; Twelfth 
Numbered Edition   
978-81-86211-92-2
£ 30   •   € 39.90
(not for sale in german-
speaking regions)

HaNDMaDE BooKS

goBBlE YoU Up!
gita wolf, sunita

Gobble You Up! is a story in cumulative rhyme, centering 
on a wily jackal, who is too lazy to hunt for his food. 
He tricks his friend, the crane into becoming his prey…   
and then proceeds to gobble up every animal he comes 
across…

The book features meena art from Rajasthan, done by 
women on the walls and floors of their homes. This is the 
first time that this style–rarely seen outside the confines 
of Meena villages–has been used in a children’s book. 
Meena artist Sunita’s black-and-white drawings rework 
traditional imagery to illustrate a gamboling tale.

To re-create the quality of the original art and rendering, 
the book has been silkscreen-printed by hand onto kraft 
paper using black and white ink. Each book is a numbered 
edition.

awarDS

aesop accolade, 2014

Blue elephant, kyoorius design awards, 2013

Gobble You Up Cover_colour optionsRR.indd   1 08/04/13   10:47 AM

children / picture Book / art
hc; 40 pp; Two colours
220 mm x 300 mm
Silkscreen-printed on kraft 
paper   
978-81-92317-14-4
£ 24.99   •   € 28
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DrawiNg FroM tHE CitY 
teJuBehan

“Take me to the city,” the young girl whispers to the 
train, as it passes her dusty village. her name is Teju. she 
is now a middle-aged woman, a migrant worker turned 
artist, and in this book, she reflects on her incredible 
journey from poverty into the rich inner world of art. 

This book of richly detailed drawings, featuring Teju’s 
self-taught style of lines and dots celebrates the life of a 
gentle, spirited woman who continues to paint her way 
through difficult times. 

Drawing from the City is silkscreen-printed by hand. 

awarD

(french edition) fifi Brindacier prize for promoting 
sexual equality, 2013

HaNDMaDE BooKS

Art / Biography
hc; 32 pp; colour
240 mm x 360 mm
Silkscreen-printed; 
Numbered Edition
978-93-80340-17-3
£ 22.99   •   € 29.80

HaNDMaDE BooKS

aNtigoNE
gita wolf, sirish rao,  
indrapramit roy

Antigone, pious, headstrong and reckless, breaks the 
law and defies her uncle, the king, in order to honour 
her slain brother. This dramatic retelling of Sophocles’ 
famous greek tragedy is illustrated by art that recreates 
the drama of greek theatre. This handcrafted book is 
available with a special slip case.

awarDS

outstanding Book of the year, us independent 
publisher awards (Best Book craftsmanship), 2002

museum publication design competition, honorable 
mention, 2002

Art / Classic 
hc; 28 pp; Two colours
216 mm x 279 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-81-86211-49-6
£ 24.99   •   € 29.80 
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oEDipUS tHE KiNg
gita wolf, sirish rao,  
indrapramit roy 

Oedipus, king of Thebes, tries to uncover the dreadful 
sin for which the gods are punishing his city, but his 
search leads him into the dark depths of his own past. 
when he finds that the sin is his own, he visits upon 
himself the punishment that will lift the curse. 

This sensitive retelling of Sophocles’ masterpiece is 
powerfully illustrated with dramatic yet poignant art, 
recalling aspects of classical greek visual traditions.

awarDS 

golden cube award for Best Book design, 2006

winner, association of american university presses’ 
annual show competition, 2005

winner, american association of museums’ publications 
design competition, 2005

gold Trophy in the university and college designers 
association’s annual design competition, 2005

HaNDMaDE BooKS

Art / Classic 
hc; 28 pp; Three colours 
216 mm x 279 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-93-83145-30-0
£ 24   •   € 29.80 

HaNDMaDE BooKS

SSSS: SNaKE art  
aND allEgorY
gita wolf, ianna andréadis

Standing in for our deepest fantasies and fears, the 
snake is as much a creature of our minds as it is of 
the forest and fields. combining art and legend, this 
stunning hand-printed book invokes the beauty and 
terror of Indian snake lore: from the enigmatic snake 
goddess Manasa to Buddha’s sheltering snake. 

The legends are complemented by the work of 
contemporary french artist ianna andréadis, who 
was inspired by the collection of the musée du quai 
Branly in paris. 

SSSS: Snake Art and Allegory is silkscreen-printed by 
hand on handmade paper.

Art / Myth
hc; 48 pp; colour
170 mm x 170 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade 
paper
978-93-80340-09-8
£ 14.99   •   € 20
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FiNgErpriNt
andrea anastasio 

Fingerprint is a visual fable for our times, celebrating 
resistance to state surveillance and control. Actual 
fingerprints, silkscreened onto the pages of the book, 
create progressively complex patterns, transporting the 
fingerprint from the world of forensics and law into the 
freeing world of art and imagination.

a brief historical note on fingerprinting and security-
related practices frames and anchors this unique work 
of art in Indian and global contexts.  

Fingerprint is silkscreen-printed by hand on handmade 
paper.  

HaNDMaDE BooKS

art / politics
hc; 100 pp; colour
140 mm x 190 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
978-81-90675-62-8
£ 14.99   •   € 24.80 
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tHE HaNDMaDE BooK worKSHop

While exploring the form of the book, we came up with something 
unique: the book made entirely by hand, from the paper to the printing 
and binding. While such artists’ books exist in small editions, we are able 
to create them in large numbers, making them affordable and available 
to the average book buyer. We create this exquisite form of the book—
where each page is an individual print—to showcase beautiful artwork. 
We work with skilled book artisans from India, including handmade paper 
manufacturers, silkscreen printers and hand binders. 

The handmade book unit is run by C. Arumugam, our production manager, 
who assembled a team of young artisans from outlying villages and trained 
them in the art and craft of book making. a total of 28 artisans have been 
trained over the years each spending between 3 and 6 months learning 
their trade. They have developed their skills to come up with standards of 
perfection unimaginable in the trade, winning several international awards.

The success of the enterprise owes a great deal to the collective spirit 
that pervades it. The workers live and work together and the workshop 



is run on fair-trade lines. We would like to draw attention to the fact that 
as much as the art, the artisanal labour that goes into the making of the 
book makes it unique.

The statistics are astonishing: our workshop has now printed and bound 
over 3,36,650 books. on the average, we print and bind 27,000 books 
a year, about 90 books per day. a typical book needs to be printed with 
75 impressions (screen-printed colours)—all  told, this comes to a grand 
total of 2 million and 25,000 impressions a year. sixteen of our handmade 
titles have won awards. we have printed for 17 publishers worldwide in 
11 languages: english, Tamil, german, italian, spanish, french, portuguese, 
catalan, dutch, korean and Japanese so far. This makes us possibly the 
only publisher in the world to create handmade, numbered editions of 
books on such a scale.

22
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CHilDrEN’S BooKS / NEw titlES

HiC!
anushka ravishankar  
and Christiane pieper

Stuck with a stubborn hiccup? Try these remedies.  
Absurd text and humorous art comes together in this 
hilarious picture book. This is anushka Ravishankar  
and christiane pieper’s third collaboration after Elephants 
Never Forget and Alphabets are Amazing Animals.

Hic! is one of Tara’s first experiments with the Risograph, 
an eco-friendly printing system. Riso printing combines  
the technology of screen printing and a photocopier 
machine, and uses organic, soy-based inks. This often 
results in a unique textural experience.

picture Book / humour
6+
hc; 36 pp; colour
200 mm x 200 mm
Riso printed
978-93-83145-64-5
£ 14   •   € 16
(also available in german)

CHilDrEN’S BooKS / NEw titlES

aN iNDiaN BEaCH: 
BY DaY aND NigHt
Joëlle Jolivet

This beach on the South Indian coast is full of activity. 
By day you can see fishermen bring in the catch, 
women selling fish, people and animals going about 
their business... but then, when the sun starts to set, 
the beach becomes a different place – now it’s time 
for everyone to play, talk, sit around, eat and have 
fun... until the fisherfolk go to sleep, and all the others 
go home. 

award winning french artist Joëlle Jolivet takes you 
through a day – and night – on an Indian beach. Have 
fun exploring, colouring, and adding to this never-
ending book surrounded by the sea!

Art /Education
3+
slipcase; 16 pp; Two colour
350 mm x 250 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-67-6
£ 14.99   •   € 13
(also available in german)
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CHilDrEN’S BooKS

8 waYS to Draw FiSH
luisa martelo with various artists

This unusual art activity book featuring fish introduces 
children to a variety of Indian art traditions. Through 
tracing, patterning and colouring differently shaped fish 
and the water they swim in, children learn to explore 
each of the distinctive art traditions in the book—or just 
have fun. They also get to experience and understand 
how art is as much about the imagination as it is about 
depiction. 

The book comes with clear and valuable information on 
Indian art traditions.

Fish colours also have to do with where they live. Fish in the tropics are 

far more colourful than fish elsewhere. Fish that swim on the surface are 

usually bluish-green. Fish at the bottom of the sea are generally 

brownish. Some fish have double colours — dark backs and light coloured 

undersides! Some fish even change colour — when they lay eggs, and 

when they get older. 

Colour these fish as you like. Choose your colours according to where you 

think the fish is from. What about water? Fill the page with water!

Children’s Book / Art Activity
4+
pB; 16 pp; colour
267 mm x 343 mm
Offset-printed
978-938-3145-39-3
£ 4.99   •   € 8.50
(also available in german,
also in the series: 8 ways to 
draw an elephant)

CHilDrEN’S BooKS 

a VillagE iS a BUSY plaCE!
rohima Chitrakar

This activity book in the Bengal patua style of scroll 
painting depicts the everyday world of the Santhal 
people, who are amongst India’s largest indigenous 
communities.

fold by colourful fold, the scroll opens out into a 
gorgeous panorama of village life, teeming with people, 
animals and activities. Accompanying text—along 
with careful pointers and questions—encourages the 
child to discover details, make connections, and set 
off on an exploration of village life.

Art / Activity
6+
hc; 16 folded pages; colour
355 mm x 220 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-43-0
£ 14.99   •   € 18
(also available in german)
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CHilDrEN’S BooKS
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Art / Travel
12+
hc; 56 pp; colour
250 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-42-3
£ 14.99   •   € 19

tHiS trUCK HaS  
got to BE SpECial
anJum rana, sameer kulavoor, hakeem 
nawaz and amer khan

“This truck has got to be special!” says truck artist Zarrar to 
chinar gul, a truck driver from pakistan. gul—who drives 
along the mountain roads of the karakoram and the hindu 
kush—has finally acquired his own vehicle and wants it painted 
beautifully.

as Zarrar gets to work, gul waits in the yard, thinking about 
his many journeys, the splendour of the hills and the intricacies 
of truck art—until everything is at last ready and it’s time to be 
off, on the road again!

a richly imagined collaboration between a pakistani writer, 
truck artists and an Indian illustrator, this book celebrates the 
energy and joy of pakistani truck art as well as the artists whose 
skill and labour breathe life into it. All along, the bold graphic 
vigour of truck art tells its own story.

Zarrar and I have finally decided on the rear picture. He says it’ll  
take him two days to get it done. “After that the road is clear and  
the truck can be on its way!”

                       My truck, I know, is going to be very special. 

CHilDrEN’S BooKS

india is home to a rich variety of fruits, vegetables and flowers: some are local to the 
region, while others travelled thousands of miles and have since found a home here. 
These full-colour board books introduce both rare and common Indian varieties to 
the very young. Each book comes with a list of each topic’s words in English, with 
space to add words in your own language. Ideal for both home and classroom, this 
series takes children on a visual journey that is at once exotic and familiar.

FrUitS oF iNDia
Jill hartleyof India

Jill Hartley

Jill 
Hartley

of India

Watermelon, mango, banana... here, for 
the first time, are India’s common fruits for young 
children to look at, recognise and name. Each fruit 
is identified in English – add names in your own 
language, at home or in the classroom.

Board book

UK £4.99 / USA $6.95 / CAN $8.00

iSBN 978-81-907546-8-2 iND Rs. 120

Board covers.indd   2 12/4/09   10:43:28 AM

Board Book
1+
hc; 24 pp; colour
125 x 125 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-90754-68-2
£4.99   •   € 5  

of India

Tomatoes, banana flowers, drumsticks... 
here, for the first time, are India’s common 
vegetables for young children to look at, recognise 
and name. Each vegetable is identified in English 
– add names in your own language, at home or in 
the classroom.

Jill Hartley

of India

Jill 
Hartley

Board book

UK £4.99 / USA $6.95 / CAN $8.00

iSBN 978-81-907546-9-9 iND Rs. 120

Board covers.indd   3 12/4/09   10:43:56 AM

Board Book
1+
hc; 24 pp; colour
125 x 125 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-90754-69-9
£4.99   •   € 5  

VEgEtaBlES oF iNDia
Jill hartley

Marigold, jasmine, lotus... here, for the 
first time, are India’s common flowers for young 
children to look at, recognise and name. Each 
flower is identified in English – add names in  
your own language, at home or in the classroom.

Helmut Wolf

of India

Helmut 
Wolf

of India

Board book

isbn 978-81-907546-7-5

5

IND `150 | UK £4.99 | USA $6.95 

Board Book
1+
hc; 24 pp; colour
125 x 125 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-90754-67-5
£4.99   •   € 5  

FlowErS oF iNDia
helmut wolf
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KNoCK! KNoCK!
kaori takahashi

“Where is my bear?” asks a little girl as soon as she 
comes home from school. But he’s missing? Where 
could he be? she sets off to find him, knocking on 
the door each apartment in her building. As she 
climbs higher and higher, she meets a strange bunch 
of people and objects, makes new friends, sees 
strange sights… but what about her bear? Will she 
find him?

A child’s quest for 
her lost toy turns 
into a wonderful 
adventure that 
unfolds, literally, 
fold after fold 
into a building 
full of life. Knock! 
Knock! is book 
architecture at its 
inspired best.

Novelty Book / Die-cut Book
3+
44 pp; slipcase; colour
180 mm x 123 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-32-4
£ 10.99   •   € 15
(also available in german) 

CHilDrEN’S BooKS

MoNKEY pHoto
swarna Chitrakar, gita wolf

monkey lives in a jungle that tourists love to visit. But he’s 
getting tired of them taking pictures of him all the time—and 
he never gets to see any of them! So he decides to help himself 
to a camera and swing around the jungle surprising friends and 
foes… illustrated by swarna chitrakar in the brilliant patua folk 
style from west Bengal, and with text by gita wolf, Monkey 
Photo records jungle life at its hilarious best.

alpHaBEtS arE  
aMaZiNg aNiMalS
anushka ravishankar,  
Christiane pieper

kind kiwis kiss kangaroos, lazy lions lick lollipops, plump 
penguins play ping pong… There is no end to the strange 
things animals get up to, in this alliterative alphabet book. The 
text plays with words: their sounds, rhythms, and meanings, 
forming sentences that are syntactically correct, yet conjure 
up the kind of absurd goings-on which will tickle every child’s 
imagination. Joyful art brings these curious and happy scenes to 
life… Every page in the book is a story in itself.

awarD

white Ravens catalogue of world’s Best children’s Books, 
2004

picture Book / 
Alphabet Book
4+
pB; 56 pp; colour
216 mm x 216 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-25-6
£ 6.99   •    € 8.50

picture Book / fiction
3+
hc; 32 pp; colour
175 x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-90754-62-0
£ 10.99   •   € 14.80
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8 WAYS TO DRAW  
aN ElEpHaNt 
paola ferrarotti, various artists 

This unusual art activity book featuring the Indian 
elephant introduces children to a variety of Indian art 
traditions. Through tracing, patterning and colouring 
the elephants, children learn to explore each of the 8 
distinctive styles in the book—or just have fun. children 
also get to experience and understand how art is as 
much about the imagination as it is about depiction.

The book comes with clear and valuable information on 
Indian art traditions.

Children’s Book / Art Activity 
4+
pB; 16pp; colour
267 mm x 343 mm 
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-26-3 
 £ 4.99   •   € 8.50
(also available in german, 
also in the series: 8 ways to 
draw fish)
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“This delightful book 
encourages active 
participation and close 
observation.”

School Library Journal

“A stunning read-aloud 
book” 

The Hindu

This visually stunning read-aloud book invites young children to 
count the improbable number of animals that clamber up an ever-
expanding tree. 

Illustrated with art from the Gond tribal tradition of central India 
One, Two, Tree! is at once a number book, a picture book, a nursery 
rhyme tale and a fable of living together. 

A unique and accessible way of introducing even very young 
children to exceptional art.
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5 0 8 9 5

9 789383 145096

ISBN 978-93-83145-09-6

IND ` 200 | UK £ 6.99 | US $ 8.95

Two,Tree!One,
Anushka Ravishankar  Sirish Rao  Durga Bai

“Amusing nonsense 
poem … entertaining 
short repetitive verses 
… beautiful, bright, 
tricoloured line-
drawings.”

White Ravens Catalogue of 
Noteworthy International 
Books

1 2 tree_PB_cover.indd   1 23/07/13   2:41 PM

Do!
Do! is a set of action pictures, rendered in the traditional 

Warli style of art from western India. Simple and dynamic - 

people are constantly on the move, doing something - Warli 

figures are almost like fluid pictograms. Children relate 

immediately to this art style, and Do! can be used in many 

ways: as a picture book, to learn about verbs, to discover the 

stories on each page, to talk about village life, or to draw 

their own pictures and stories in the Warli style.

Do! is silk-screen printed on recycled kraft paper, recreating 

the mud walls of village homes where the art has its origins.

IND ̀  150 / UK £ 6.99 / USA $ 8.95 
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5 0 8 9 5

9 789383 145164

ISBN 978-93-83145-16-4

BOLOGNA PRIZE 
Best Children’s Publisher 
of the year in Asia 2013

Education / Art
5+
pB; 32pp; single 
Colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-16-4
£ 6.99   •    € 8.50

(Not for sale in 
german-speaking 
regions)

oNE, two, trEE!
anushka ravishankar, sirish rao, durga Bai

This visually stunning read-aloud book invites young children 
to count the improbable number of animals that clamber up 
an ever-expanding tree. illustrated with art from the gond 
tribal tradition of central India, known for its deep affection, 
knowledge, and celebration of trees.

One, Two, Tree! is a number book, picture book, nursery rhyme 
and a fable about living together. 

awarDS

picturebook of the month (september) academy for children’s 
and youth literature, germany, 2006

white Ravens catalogue of world’s Best children’s Books, 
2005

Do!
ramesh hengadi, shantaram dhadpe, gita 
wolf

The traditional Warli style of tribal art from western India is 
deceptively simple, yet very dynamic, almost like a series of 
fluid pictograms. people in warli images are constantly on the 
move, always doing something. Taking a cue from this, each 
image in this book is a narrative built around a verb. 

Do! can be used in many ways—as a picture book, to learn 
language, to discover new stories on each page, to talk about 
village life or to learn how to draw in the Warli style. 

awarD

BolognaRagazzi award, new horizons, 2010

picture Book / 
Counting
4+
pB; 48 pp; colour
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-09-6
£ 6.99   •    € 8.50
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picture Book / Verse
5+
pB; 40 pp; Two 
Colours
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-06-5
£ 6.99   •   € 8.50

5 0 8 9 5

9 789383 145065

ISBN 978-93-83145-06-5

TigerReprint_Cover_Conv.indd   1 22/07/13   9:33 AM

5 0 8 9 5

9 789383 145058

ISBN 978-93-83145-05-8

IND `200 | UK £6.99 | US $8.95 

This absurd and fantastic story of  travel through a child’s imagination is illustrated with 
exquisite art. Put together with fabric collected during the artist’s visit to India, it echoes 
old quilting forms which have traditionally held women’s memories, art and labour.

My Aunt Anna came back from India 
With stories of places to which she had been.
To warm me through winter she sewed me a quilt 
With pictures of all the things she had seen.
 
Under the quilt I closed my eyes
And found I was in for a big surprise ...

“An absurd and fantastic story of  travel through a child’s 
imagination.”- The Hindu

Anita Leutwiler
Anushka Ravishankar

Leutw
iler/R

avishankar

Anushka Ravishankar  
Dubbed ‘India’s Dr. Seuss’, 
Anushka Ravishankar is one 
of India’s most celebrated 
children’s authors. Her 
witty and jubilant tales are 
internationally acclaimed  
and widely translated. 
Anushka has now authored 
over twenty books and 
travelled widely performing 
from her stories. In 2012 
Anushka co-founded the 
Indian children’s publishing 
house Duckbill and she is 
based in New Delhi, India.

Anita Leutwiler  
Swiss textile artist  
Anita Leutwiler has been 
practicing her art for over 
30 years. Specializing in the 
patchwork technique, Anita 
has exhibited her delicate 
and poetic work widely in 
Europe. Author of several 
books, she is also a textile art 
teacher, and currently lives in 
Germany.

picture Book / Verse
5+
pB; 24 pp; colour
222 mm x 229 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-05-8
£ 6.99   •   € 8.50

tigEr oN a trEE
anushka ravishankar, pulak Biswas

Tiger, Tiger, on a tree
Is it true? Can it be?
did he fly? did he flee?
Did he fall, and hurt his knee?
Did he cry? Did he plead?
if you want to know: Read.

A wild tiger cub wanders into an Indian village–and encounters 
a group of stunned inhabitants, each with his own distinctly 
odd suggestion for what to do with the wandering beast. Art, 
verse and typography run and bounce off these pages, drawing 
the reader into an absurdly adventurous world. 

awarDS

new york Book show award, children’s Trade fiction, 2005

andersen award, italy, 2004

BiB plaque, Biennale of illustrations, Bratislava, 1999

EXCUSE ME, iS tHiS iNDia?
anushka ravishankar, anita leutwiler

Excuse Me, Is This India? is a roving travelogue through a child’s 
imagination. Drifting off to sleep beneath a picture-quilt made 
by a globe-trotting aunt, the book’s young narrator becomes 
a bright blue mouse, swept away on an unexpected trip to 
India... or is it India?

directed this way and that, she discovers that the enjoyment of 
the journey is what makes the trip, not the destination.

Illustrated with exquisite quilts made from Indian textiles, this 
book of brilliant riddling verse captures the surreal mixture of 
places, people, and creatures that make up India. 

CHilDrEN’S BooKS 

picture Book / Verse
5+
pB; 24 pp; colour
240 mm x 160 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-92317-13-7
£ 6.99   •   € 8.50

picture Book / 
folktale
6+
hc; 32 pp; Two 
Colours
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-15-9
£ 10.99   •   € 14.80

to MarKEt! to MarKEt!
anushka ravishankar, emanuele sCanziani

A little girl goes to market with a pocketful of change–and no 
idea what to buy from all the happy chaos around her. But 
among the rich and colorful wonders of the market, she finds 
that the real fun is not in the buying, after all! 

anushka Ravishankar’s comic verse and emanuele scanziani’s 
vibrant paintings pay a bold and busy tribute to the vitality of 
everyday India.

tHE grEat raCE
nathan kumar sCott, Jagdish Chitara

“i’m the fastest animal in the forest!” boasts kanchil the mouse 
deer. “And I challenge any animal to race me!” Who will step 
forward to accept this challenge, and can kanchil be beaten?

featuring a well-known indonesian trickster tale, this book is 
illustrated using the fine mata-ni-pachedi style of ritual textile 
painting from gujarat. Jagdish chitara reworks the simple 
yet dramatic palette of his tradition—black, white and red 
colours—to create a world of splendid beasts.  

This is the third story in our kanchil series, which includes the 
much-loved Mangoes and Bananas and The Sacred Banana Leaf.

awarDS

usBBy outstanding international Books honor list, 2013

new york public library Books for Reading & sharing list, 2012
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Bhajju Shyam
Gita Wolf

Andrea Anastasio

Alone 
in the 

Forest

  A
lone in the Forest                                               Bhajju Shyam

 – G
ita W

olf – A
ndrea A

nastasio

ISBN: 978-81-923171-5-1

UK £10.99 | USA $16.95 | IND `375.00

One day,  
Musa sets off on his own  

to collect wood from the forest.  
Suddenly, he hears a deafening noise  

– and is overcome with terror…
A powerful and sensitive exploration  

of the psychology of fear,  
Alone in the Forest is the story  

of how Musa finds a way  
out of his state.  

 

Picture Book / Art

picture Book / art
6+
hc; 40 pp; colour
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-92317-15-1
£ 10.99   •   € 14.80

picture Book / 
folktale
6+
hc; 40 pp; colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-45-8
£ 10.99   •   € 14.80
 

Th
e Ol

d Anim
als’ Forest BandA dog, a cow, a donkey and a rooster become friends after their 

masters turn them out for being old and useless. This charming 
band of characters also shares a love for singing – which they do 
rather badly. However, they manage to turn this lack of talent 
into a strength.
 
This much-loved Indian version of a Grimm Brothers’ tale comes 
to life with celebrated Gond artist Durga Bai’s delightful and 
quirky artwork.
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UK £10.99 / USA $16.95 / CAN $20

Picture book/Folktale 

ISBN 978-81-86211-45-8

www.tarabooks.com

aloNE iN tHE ForESt
gita wolf, andrea anastasio,  
BhaJJu shyam

One day, Musa sets off alone to collect wood from the forest 
near his home. Suddenly, he hears a deafening noise and is 
overcome with terror. Was it the sound of a wild boar? A 
whole herd of wild boars? Or something even worse?

Bhajju shyam, renowned gond artist from india, conjures up 
a haunting world of village and forest, which captures a child’s 
inner world of fear and foreboding. His earthy imagination and 
pitch-perfect images capture what it means to be afraid, and 
how one emerges from this state.

tHE olD aNiMalS’ ForESt BaND
sirish rao, durga Bai

After being kicked out of home by their ungrateful masters, a 
dog, cow, donkey and rooster unite to form a band and save 
the townspeople from thieves. 

This indian version of the much-loved grimm Brothers’ tale 
comes to life in celebrated gond artist durga Bai’s intricate 
artwork.

CHilDrEN’S BooKS

picture Book
6+
hc; 24 pp; colour
280 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-06-7
£ 9.99   •   € 12

picture Book / 
folktale
6+
hc; 32 pp; colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-06-9
£ 10.99   •   € 14

Mangoes
& 

Bananas

STORY   Nathan Kumar Scott  

ART   T. Balaji 

Kanchil the mouse deer and Monyet the monkey are best friends, 
and decide to plant a mango and a banana tree together. But 
when the trees bear fruit, Monyet climbs them and starts to eat 
up the fruit all by himself. Clever Kanchil quickly thinks of a way 
to get even with Monyet…

Kanchil is a beloved figure in Indonesian folklore, and this  
retelling of a popular story is illustrated in the traditional 
Kalamkari style of Indian textile painting. This is the first 
children’s picture book to use Kalamkari art as illustrations. 

With activities that help young readers create their own Kalamkari 
style artwork, this is an ideal book to read aloud and discuss. 

“Intense vegetable dyes and stylized flora and fauna provide an 
unusual backdrop for this amusing folktale.” – Kirkus Reviews

“Well suited to adaptation for student storytelling.” – Booklist

“Each page is a visual delight… the text is simple, the art exquisite 
and both capture a tradition of story telling and a centuries-old 
textile form.” – The Hindu
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UK £10.99 / USA $16.95 / CAN $18.95

Picture book/Folktale 

ISBN 978-81-86211-06-9

www.tarabooks.com

tHE CHUrKi-BUrKi BooK  
oF rHYME
gita wolf, durga Bai

drawn from gond tribal artist durga Bai’s memories of 
her own childhood in the village of patangarh in madhya 
pradesh, this tale of fun and rhyme introduces children to an 
unusual girlhood. The story of a rural childhood captures the 
experience of growing up as a girl in a tribal village in central 
India. Work and play follow each other in this idyllic world of 
children’s games, songs and forays into the field and forest.

MaNgoES & BaNaNaS
nathan kumar sCott, t. BalaJi

kanchil the mouse deer and his friend monyet the monkey plant 
some fruit trees, but when the fruit ripens, kanchil wonders if 
he will get his share. This version of a popular Indonesian tale 
is illustrated in the rich earth colours of kalamkari textile art 
from andhra pradesh in southern india.

awarDS

(portuguese edition) highly recommended by fniliJ, Brazilian 
arm of iBBy & selected as best translation for children, 2013

white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s books, 2007
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picture Book / 
folktale
6+
hc; 40 pp; colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-28-1
£ 10.99   •   € 14 

picture Book/Verse
6+, pB; 40 pp; Two 
Colours
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-08-9
£ 6.99   •   € 8.50 

5 0 8 9 5

9 789383 145089

ISBN 978-93-83145-08-9

Crocodile_Reprint_Cover_Conv.indd   1 22/07/13   10:00 AM

tHE SaCrED BaNaNa lEaF
nathan kumar sCott, radhashyam raut

when kanchil the mouse deer falls into a pit he has to use 
his wits to get out. The tale he spins lures a gullible snake, a 
nervous wild boar and a hungry tiger into the pit, but will his 
plan to escape work?

The second in our series of Indonesian trickster tales is 
illustrated in the beautifully ornate patachitra style of temple 
mural painting from India.

awarDS

(portuguese edition) highly recommended by fniliJ, Brazilian 
arm of iBBy & selected as best translation for children, 2013

selected for the 21st edition of the french le prix des 
incorruptibles, 2009

CatCH tHat CroCoDilE!
anushka ravishankar, pulak Biswas

one day, falguni fruitseller finds a crocodile in a ditch.

“catch that crocodile!” cry the terrified townspeople.

But who will do it?
probin policeman with his stick?
Can Doctor Dutta do the trick?
Will Bhayanak Singh drag it away?
Or is the Crocodile here to stay?
But then there is another thought:
Who says a crocodile should be caught?

india’s much-loved nonsense verse writer anushka Ravishankar 
and award-winning illustrator pulak Biswas create a lively tale 
in verse, which imparts a subtle conservationist message along 
the way.

CHilDrEN’S BooKS

picture Book / Verse
6+
pB; 40 pp; Two 
Colours
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-07-2
£ 6.99   •   € 8.50

5 0 8 9 5

9 789383 145072

ISBN 978-93-83145-07-2

Elephant_Reprint_Cover2_Conv.indd   1 10/07/13   11:51 AM

picture Book/classics
6+ 
hc; 48 pp; colour
170 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-74-8
£ 10.99
(for sale in the uk 
only)

ElEpHaNtS NEVEr ForgEt!
anushka ravishankar,  
Christiane pieper

A baby elephant is lost and alone in the forest, when a herd of 
buffaloes comes along and takes him into its fold. What is he 
now, an elephant, or a buffalo? 

a joyful tale—illustrated in a bold woodcut style—that touches 
lightly on the themes of loss, adoption and integration.

Now available as a paperback edition.

awarD

usBBy’s outstanding international Books honor list, 2009

tHE SlaNt BooK
peter newell

When little Bobby’s stroller is suddenly set adrift, he goes 
streaking down a hill, wreaking gleeful havoc on the town’s 
people. This wonderful book on a slant is a faithful recreation 
of the peter newell classic originally published in 1910.

The Slant Book’s satiric humour and subtly coloured illustrations 
take us on a journey into the past, while its unique form renders 
it far ahead of its time.
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art & craft / activity
8+
hc; 132 pp; colour
165 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-24-3
£ 12.99   •   € 17
 

In this lyrical craft book, artist Sophie Benini Pietromarchi 
invites children on a fantastic journey through the world of 
bookmaking. Exploring colours, textures, shapes, and feelings, 
she demonstrates how these intangible elements can be turned 
into pictorial narratives, using such unlikely everyday fodder 
as pencil shavings, onions, dust, and leaves. This visual feast of 
a book – which evolved from workshops with children – is a 
tribute to the rich imaginative world in all of us.
 
Simple enough to be used by children without adult help, it 
is perfect as a holiday or classroom activity book, featuring 
exercises in drawing, creative writing, and book making.
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Sophie Benini Pietromarchi

THE
BookBook

UK £12.99 / USA $19.95 / CAN $24

Art & Craft/Activities             Rs. 625

9 7 8 8 1 86 21 1 2 43

59915
ISBN 978-81-86211-24-3

Book book cover_08-09.indd   1 13/08/09   11:14 AM

art & craft / activity
8+
hc; 144 pp; colour
165 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-00-3
£ 14.99   •   € 18 

The Colour Book

 The Colour Dance
Artist and educator Sophie Benini Pietromarchi, author of   

The Book Book, now takes the reader into the world of colour. 
Illustrated in remarkable collage artwork, and written in an 

intimate, easy tone, The Colour Book is an exciting journey from 
childhood memories and the feelings that colors can create, to 

the practicalities of mixing shades and creating a personal colour 
diary. A wonderful, imaginative resource for artists of all ages.

Praise for Sophie Benini Pietromarchi’s The Book Book: 
‘One of the most imaginative and beautifully designed 

manuals I have ever used.’ — Inis Magazine

Sophie Benini Pietrom
archi

Sophie Benini 
Pietromarchi

Colour
The 

Book

9 789383 145003

ISBN 978-93-83145-00-3

UK £14.99 | CAN $23.99

Art & Craft/Activities      `700

Colour Book cvr.indd   1 07/08/13   4:07 PM

tHE BooK BooK
sophie Benini pietromarChi

artist sophie Benini pietromarchi invites children on a unique 
and poetic journey into the world of the book, giving ideas and 
inspiration on how to create their own books from everyday 
materials. Exploring colours, textures, shapes and feelings, 
she demonstrates how to turn these intangible elements into 
pictorial narratives. This visual feast of a book evolved from 
Sophie’s bookmaking workshops with children—and is sure 
to interest artists as well as educators.

tHE ColoUr BooK
sophie Benini pietromarChi

The Colour Book charts an exciting journey from childhood 
memories of colour to the practical tasks of mixing, playing, 
and experimenting with paint. Written in an easy, intimate 
style by artist and educator sophie Benini pietromarchi, the 
book is illustrated in a remarkable collage style... inspires the 
reader to become acutely aware of the world of colour we 
live in. 

This is a wonderful, imaginative resource for children eight 
years and older, and for artists of all ages.

CHilDrEN’S BooKS

ViSit tHE BHil CarNiVal 
suBhash amaliyar with gita wolf, 
Catriona maCiver and oliver mayes

come and join neela and peela, who are off to the 
fair. Each year, people of the Bhil tribe from Madhya 
pradesh in central lndia celebrate a wonderful carnival 
called Bhagoria. Subhash Amaliyar, Bhil artist, paints the 
carnival in his traditional style. Collaborating with him 
are writer gita wolf and designers catriona maciver 
and oliver mayes—who turn his joyous rendering of a 
celebration into a one-of-a-kind interactive experience 
which combines the features of a map, a story book and 
a pop-up picture book. 
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Each year, people of the Bhil tribe from Madhya Pradesh 
in central India celebrate a wonderful carnival called 
Bhagoria. Subhash Amaliyar, Bhil artist, paints the 
carnival in his traditional style. Collaborating with him 
are writer Gita Wolf, and designers Catriona Maciver 
and Oliver Mayes – who turn his joyous rendering of 
celebration into a unique children’s book.

5 1 9 9 5

9 789383 145119

ISBN 978-93-83145-11-9

IND ` 650 | UK £ 14.99 | US $ 19.95

Interactive Picture Book / Art

Combining the features of a map, a pop-up and a picture 
book, this one-of-a-kind interactive experience invites 
the child reader to explore, enjoy, and find her own way 
through the jolly maze of an Indian village carnival.

Subhash Amaliyar

Gita Wolf
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folk art / pop-up Book 
8+ 
hc; one fold-out page & one 
24-page booklet; colour
285 mm x 285 mm 
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-11-9 
£ 14.99   •   € 16
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 Joydeb Chitrakar & Gita Wolf

Enduring
Ark

The 

picture Book / 
Autobiography
8+
pB; 32 pp; colour
230 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed

978-93-80340-11-1
£ 10.99 
(in uk only) 

978-93-80340-17-1
 € 8.50  
(in europe only)

tHE ENDUriNg arK
JoydeB Chitrakar, gita wolf 

This indian retelling of the great flood story is illustrated in 
the vivid narrative style of patua scroll art from west Bengal, 
India. Distinctive Indian images combine with fable-like text 
to present a contemporary environmental perspective on the 
timeless theme of human misdeeds, natural destruction, and 
eventual redemption. 

In this artfully designed book, enclosed in a colourful slipcase, 
the vertical panels of a patua scroll unfold as a series of 
horizontal accordion folds, taking the reader through the ebb 
and flow of a raging ocean towards a rainbow of hope.

awarD

usBBy outstanding international Books honor list, 2014

FollowiNg MY paiNt BrUSH
dulari devi, gita wolf

Following My Paint Brush is the story of Dulari Devi, a domestic 
helper who went on to become an artist in the Mithila style 
of folk painting from Bihar, eastern India. Dulari is from a 
community of fisherfolk, and she discovered painting while 
working as a domestic labourer in an artist’s house. She 
learned by doing, and has since been acknowledged as a 
reputed artist. 

Through a series of images, done in the exquisite Mithila style, 
Dulari recalls important moments from her life. The sheer 
beauty of these pictures belies the stark and simple heroism of 
her tale. gita wolf draws on dulari’s oral accounts of her life 
to tell a poignant yet quietly hopeful story for young readers.

awarD

Honor Book, South Asia Book Award for Children’s and 
young adult literature, 2012

picture Book / art
8+
hc (slipcase); 34 pp; 
Colour
153 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed; 
Accordion Book
978-93-80340-18-0
£ 14.99   •   € 18 

CHilDrEN’S BooKS

& THE CASE 
OF THE MISSING 

BANANAS

A Number Mystery by 
Anushka Ravishankar

Illustrated by 
Priya Sundram

Captain Coconut 0.7.indd   Spread 1 of 52 - Pages(4, 1) 11/03/14   10:44 am

CaptaiN CoCoNUt aND 
tHE CaSE oF tHE MiSSiNg 
BaNaNaS
anushka ravishankar,  
priya sundram 

Ace Detective Captain Coconut, who proclaims he 
can solve any mystery large or small, is called in to 
investigate the case of the missing bananas. He soon 
finds himself on a slippery trail of peels and missing 
numbers.

anushka Ravishankar, india’s best-known writer 
of nonsense verse, is at her best in this absurd yet 
perfectly logical tale, which gently satirises the very 
form that it uses. British-indian artist priya sundram’s 
collage art brings together elements of popular 
Indian imagery—drawn from advertising, movies, 
newspapers and interior decoration—to create a 
hilariously surreal world.

graphic novel / humour
10 +
hc; 96 pp; colour
165 mm x 235 mm 
Offset-printed 
978-93-83145-22-5 
£ 9.99   •   € 14.80     
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Classic / Epic
10+
pB; 288 pp; single 
Colour
205 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed; 
Second Single-
Volume Edition 
978-93-80340-01-2
£ 14.99   •   € 21 

The 
MahabharaTha
— a child’s view —

“Reading this enchanting work is really one of the best ways to  
approach the Mahabharatha, for grown-ups as well as children.”

roberto calasso

Samhita Arni

Samhita Arni wrote and illustrated this version of The Mahabharatha when 
she was 12 years old. Her Mahabharatha is bold and unorthodox in its 

depiction of character and in the critical tone it adopts with the epic’s main 
theme: war. Featuring her own amazing line drawings, this best-selling 
book offers children and adults a fresh perspective on the timeless epic.

“A wonderful way to learn about Indian mythology ... this is a small 
masterpiece which deserves nothing but the highest recommendation.” 

academy for children’s literature and media, germany

“A celebration of the wonder that is childhood and a reaffirmation  
of the existence of sheer talent in this country’s young.” 

sagari chhabra, book review

“You could definitely ask your child to read you this at bedtime.” 
vatsala kaul, biblio

“:... the wealth of detail, the originality and charm of  
the illustrations lend the work an air of distinction.” 

sharada bhanu, indian review of books
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Classic/Myth

IND ` 650 | UK £14.99 | USA $25.95

isbn 978-93-80340-01-2

BOLOGNA PRIZE 
Best Children’s Publisher 
of the year in Asia 2013

Mahabharatha_cover_2015.indd   1 03/12/14   11:20 am

fiction / child Rights
10+
pB; 112 pp; colour
184 mm x 241 mm
Offset-printed; 
Second Edition 
978-81-86211-69-4
£ 7.99   •   € 10

Velu did not move. He hadn’t come here to dig 
through smelly garbage bins.
Jaya poked at him with her stick. “Don’t just stand 
there posing. Big hero!” she shouted. “Who filled your 
stomach today?” 
Velu scratched his head and sighed. I’ll do it for now, 
he thought, until I find a better job.
 
Velu runs away from his village to Chennai. He begins 
to work with Jaya, a sharp ragpicker child. Life on the 
streets is difficult and frightening. Jam Bazaar Jaggu, 
the crafty Ruler of Rubbish and Dorai, the sinister 
moneylender add to Velu’s problems ...

Trash! also has facts and arguments which help you 
think about:
• Child labour     • Lifestyles and waste
• Ragpicking       • Schools for working children

/
/

UK £7.99 / USA $12.95 / IND ̀  275

ISBN 978-81-86211-69-4

tHE MaHaBHaratHa:  
a CHilD’S ViEw
samhita arni

The Mahabharatha, a great Indian epic, is a compelling 
chronicle of warring families, clans and kingdoms. Samhita 
arni’s re-telling—written when she was just twelve years 
old—is bold and unorthodox in its depiction of characters, 
and in the sharply critical tone it adopts towards the epic’s 
main theme: war. 

Illustrated with vivid and startling line drawings, the book 
offers an unusual yet accessible interpretation of a timeless 
narrative. Originally published as two separate volumes, the 
book is now available as a single, combined edition.

awarDS

one of the Best Books published in 2004, spanish ministry 
of Culture

The elsa morante literary award, italy, 2004

Book of the month award, society for youth literature and 
media, germany, 2000

traSH! oN ragpiCKEr 
CHilDrEN aND rECYCliNg
anushka ravishankar, gita wolf, oriJit sen

a unique combination of fact and fiction, Trash! tells the story 
of Velu, a runaway village child who ends up as a waste-picker 
in a big Indian city. Unusual and thought-provoking, it explores 
a range of issues: from child labour and child rights, to waste 
and recycling.

Re-released several years after its first publication, this edition 
comes with a new preface that takes stock of and reflects 
on the state of child labour, rights, consumption and waste 
generation in our times. 

awarD

white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s books and 
a star for promoting understanding between cultures, 2001

CHilDrEN’S BooKS

trEE MattErS
gangu Bai, gita wolf,  v. geetha

The Bhil people of central India are amongst the 
country’s oldest indigenous communities. To them, 
the natural world is not ‘a thing apart’, but exists in a 
seamless relationship to their home and the everyday. 
gangu Bai, Bhil artist, explores this relationship through 
her memories and paintings of food, work, festivals, 
illness, medicine... Her tales centre round trees, and so 
each of her memories has a tree as its focus.

Illustrated in vivid and cheerful colours, the paintings 
in this book foreground a universe of brightly coloured 
dots, lines and shapes that encompasses all living beings, 
big and small and wise and wonderful.

awarD

aesop accolade, 2015

art / folklore
12+ 
pB; 44 pp; colour
230 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-23-2
£ 10.99   •   € 14 
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the patua pinocchio

158

coat was not white or black or brown as that of any other goat, 

but azure, a deep brilliant colour that reminded one of the hair 

of the lovely maiden. Pinocchio's heart beat fast, and then faster 

and faster. he redoubled his efforts and swam as hard as he  

could toward the white rock. he was almost halfway over, when 

suddenly a horrible sea monster stuck its head out of the water,  

an enormous head with a huge mouth, wide open, showing 

three rows of gleaming teeth, the mere sight of which would  

have filled you with fear. Do you know what it was?

that sea monster was no other than the enormous  

Shark, which has often been mentioned in this story and  

which, on account of its cruelty, had been nicknamed  

The Attila of the Sea by both fish and fishermen. Poor Pinocchio! 

the sight of that monster frightened him almost to death! 

he tried to swim away from him, to change his path, to escape, 

but that immense mouth kept coming nearer and nearer.

“hasten, Pinocchio, I beg you!” bleated the little Goat on the 

high rock.

And Pinocchio swam desperately with his arms, his body,  

his legs, his feet.

But the monster overtook him and the Marionette found 

himself in between the rows of gleaming white teeth. the 

Monster swallowed him so fast that Pinocchio, falling down 

into the body of the fish, lay stunned for a half hour. The Monster swallowed him so fast.

tHE patUa piNoCCHio
Carlo Collodi, swarna Chitrakar

This quintessentially Indian version of a much-loved 
children’s classic features art from the patua scroll 
tradition of West Bengal, India. Carlo Collodi’s original 
Italian text centres on a marionette who escapes his 
wooden fate and has many adventures, including a stint 
at sea in the stomach of a shark. This Indian version is 
abridged from Carol Della Chiesa’s well-known English 
translation, and illustrated by award-winning scroll 
painting artist Swarna Chitrakar.

folk art / classic children’s 
fiction 
12+ 
hc; 192 pp; colour
165 mm x 235 mm  
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-12-6 
£ 11.99   •   € 15  
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tHE BoY wHo SpEaKS  
iN NUMBErS
mike masilamani,  
matthew frame

The Boy Who Speaks in Numbers is a darkly satiric 
account of childhood in times of war. Set in Sri Lanka, the 
events it narrates could equally happen elsewhere—in 
all places where human deaths are reduced to numbers 
and guns do not differentiate between adults and 
children. 

Mike Masilamani’s ironic narrative centres around an 
unnamed boy, who is at home with numbers rather 
than words. Along with a constantly chattering—and 
prophetic—cow, he bears witness to a bizarre and 
violent time. uk-based illustrator matthew frame’s 
textured illustrations are a powerful testimony to the 
horror of prolonged civil strife.

awarD

Honor Book, South Asia Book Award for Children’s 
and young adult literature, 2016 

TH 80Y WH0 5P3AK5 1N NUM83R5

18

‘Help! I’m caught in a minefield!’

In his usual trusting manner, The Boy Who Speaks in Numbers is 
about to investigate the call, but the Complaining Cow stops him 
with a roll of her eyes. Sure enough, they soon come across the Lying 
Lizard, sunning himself on a rock. He isn’t really a lizard; he just looks 
like one, only bigger (Maximus Lapsus Linguae). He says he is from 
the Ministry of Internal Revisions, recently posted to the Small Village 
of Fat Hopes. 

To impress the ladies he will sing:

Once I was much celebrated 
Now I’m newly liberated. 

Oh jubilation! 
War has its own 
Compensation! 

I am a lizard 
Newly liberated!

He is neither tuneful nor convincing. 

The Lizard also has bad breath, but the Boy doesn’t mind. After all, 
numbers smell too, though mostly of chalk and stale classrooms but 
sometimes they smell of over-ripe mangoes.

Someone once told the Lizard that lots of sunlight could cure his bad 
breath, but there is no cure for his lying. Even he knows that. Every 
time the Lizard speaks, he lies; he can’t help himself as much as he 
can’t help his bad breath. 

In addition to being a skilled liar, he can change colour dramatically  
when needed. Currently, he is a dirty shade of grey, with muddy brown 
splotches. He has a filthy hangover to match. 

ya fiction / politics / literature 
14+
hc; 96 pp; colour
140 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-27-0
£ 10.99   •   € 14.80
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BEtwEEN MEMorY  
aND MUSEUM
gita wolf, arun wolf, various artists 

This pioneering dialogue with 38 extraordinary folk 
and tribal artists from across India focusses on the 
idea of a museum — particularly for communities 
historically regarded as anthropological subjects. in 
their visual responses, artists reflect on the museum 
as an institution, and the way it preserves, creates and 
disseminates knowledge. Do these representations 
communicate a lived life? What are the artists’ own ways 
of remembering and passing on tradition? and finally: 
who has the power to put whom in a museum?

Artists featured in this book include several award-
winners of extraordinary talent, including Bhajju shyam, 
durga Bai, Jagdish chitara and Bhaddu hamir. each of 
these artists has exhibited in India and elsewhere, being 
featured in exhibitions of outsider and folk art from 
India.

“This is an important, thoughtful, and sensitive book… it 
presents quite beautifully many imaginative and eloquent 
images; … most importantly it shows us the artists 
speaking for themselves…” — Christopher Hudson, 
publisher, The museum of modern art, new york

Art / Museum studies
hB; 152 pp; colour
240 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-29-4 
£ 32.99   •   € 40

illUStratED BooKS For all agES / art
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HopE iS a girl SElliNg FrUit
amrita das, gita wolf,  
suseela varadaraJan 

In the light of continuing debates on Indian women’s mobility 
and choices, young Mithila painter from Bihar, India, Amrita 
Das offers a disarmingly fresh perspective on being female 
and an artist in the making. 

her visual tale is gentle yet resolute, the art treading a fine 
balance between tradition and innovation. In the process, 
she manages to steer the Mithila tradition of women’s 
art away from the domesticity of its origins to actually 
questioning the traditional confines of women’s lives.

Hope is a Girl Selling Fruit is a reflective account of a young 
woman’s thoughts and feelings as she comes into contact 
with the larger world. Ideal reading for young people, 
grappling with issues of adolescence, identity and freedom.

awarD

amelia Bloomer list of Best Books with significant feminist 
content, 2015

Art / Travel
hc; 48 pp; colour
210 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-92317-12-0
£ 12.99   •   € 17

5 1 6 9 5

9 789383 145027

ISBN 978-93-83145-02-7

Hope_Cover_4_Conv.indd   1 01/08/13   5:27 PM

5 1 9 9 5

9 788192 317120

ISBN 978-81-923171-2-0

tHE loNDoN JUNglE BooK
BhaJJu shyam, gita wolf, sirish rao

Bhajju shyam—a brilliant artist from the gond tribe in 
central India—was commissioned to paint the walls of an 
Indian restaurant in London, and spent two months in the 
city.

The book that emerged from the journey is a visual 
travelogue of his first encounter with a western metropolis. 
with radical innocence and great sophistication, Bhajju 
brings the signs of the gond forest to bear on the city, 
turning london into an exotic jungle. 

awarDS

usBBy outstanding international Books honor list, 2015

honourable mention, us independent publisher awards 
(multicultural fiction), 2006 

art / Travel / gender
hc; 28 pp; colour
220 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-02-7
£ 10.99   •   € 14.80

illUStratED BooKS For all agES / art

Signature
patterns in gond art

edited by gita wolf, bhajju shyam 
& jonathan yamakami

Signature is a collection of paintings from a range of artists belonging to the 
Gond tribal community in central India – from well known ones like Bhajju 

Shyam and Durga Bai, to emerging teenage talents. Their art is dense yet intricate, 
rich with meaning. Characteristic of Gond art are the teeming decorative patterns 
that fill the surface of images. The singular, most striking thing about these 
patterns is the fact that each artist has invented his or her own distinct design, with 
particular meanings. This is their mark or ‘signature’.

Signature takes a lens to these amazing patterns, and by focusing on them, offers 
the viewer not only a feast of abstraction, but also an entirely unique introduction 
to Gond art.
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UK £14.99 / USA $24.95
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SigNatUrE
BhaJJu shyam, gita wolf, Jonathan 
yamakami, various artists

in the wonderful art of the gond tribal community 
of central india, decorative patterns fill the surface of 
images in intricate profusion. Each pattern is unique to a 
particular artist, making it his or her signature. 

This unique collection of gond patterns is also an 
anthology of some of the best-known gond artists. 
Each artist talks about why he or she has chosen a 
particular pattern as their signature, an explanation that 
helps the reader connect everyday life and labour with 
imagination and artistic rendering.  

MEtaMorpHoSiS
emanuele sCanziani, Jennifer aBel

The downward facing dog, the king cobra, the crane, 
the plough: yogic asanas, or poses, invoke animate and 
inanimate objects, the form and spirit of which give rise 
to the pose. In Metamorphosis, artist Emanuele Scanziani 
plays brilliantly with this connection, turning the human 
form into a lion, a snake, a scorpion and a stone bridge, 
and bringing to life the transformative spirit at the heart 
of yoga.

Accompanying the images are brief descriptions of 
both the physical pose and the imaginative, meditative 
essence of the asana.

Art / Design
hc; 88 pp; colour
230 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-02-9
€ 19.80
(not available in the uk)

art / gift
hc; 48 pp;  Two colours
117 mm x 117 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-48-9
€ 12
(not available in the uk)
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illUStratED BooKS For all agES / pHotograpHY & DESigN

photography / Visual 
History
hc; 96 pp; Two 
Colours
195 mm x 215 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-10-2
£ 12.99   •   € 17

Suresh Punjabi | Christopher Pinney

Artisan Camera is a testimony to an era of hands-on studio photography, 

when physical materials combined with the photographer’s artistry to shape 

the final image. Given the limited space and modest accessories of small 

street front studios, the human drama they staged and recorded is both 

poignant and astonishing. 

This book features work from Studio Suhag in Nagda, a small town in  

central India. Suresh Punjabi—the studio’s proprietor and photographer—

showcases some of his vintage photographs from the 1970s and 1980s.  

They evoke a world where the studio portrait was an important memento, 

capturing not just the ‘real’ subject, but also a persona made over to  

meet the camera’s eye. A richly argued essay by visual anthropologist  

Christopher Pinney—author of Camera Indica—places Punjabi’s work in the 

context of a visual history linking the worlds of the Indian studio, the cinema 

hall, the movie set and popular iconography.

Praise for Camera Indica

A remarkable book, which takes us on an odyssey from the beginnings of 

photography by colonial officials in the late nineteenth century to the 

radically ingenious photographic practices of small local studios in today’s 

India. —Tapati Guha-Thakurta
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studio photography from central india
5 1 9 9 5

9 789383 145102

ISBN 978-93-83145-10-2

`750 | £12.99 | $19.95

art / poetry
hc; 56 pp; B&w
155 mm x 247 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-14-2
£ 10.99   •   € 16 

artiSaN CaMEra
Christopher pinney, suresh punJaBi

Artisan Camera is a testimony to an era of hands-on studio 
photography, when physical materials combined with the 
photographer’s artistry to shape the final image. 

This book features work from Studio Suhag in Nagda, a 
small town in central india. suresh punjabi—the studio’s 
proprietor and photographer—showcases some of his vintage 
photographs from the 1970s and 1980s. They evoke a world 
where the studio portrait was an important memento, 
capturing not just the ‘real’ subject, but also a persona made 
over to meet the camera’s eye. A richly argued essay by 
visual anthropologist christopher pinney—author of Camera 
Indica—places punjabi’s work in the context of a visual history.

i Saw a pEaCoCK witH a  
FiErY tail 
ramsingh urveti, Jonathan yamakami

a well-known folk poem from 17th century england, I Saw a 
Peacock with a Fiery Tail is a form of trick verse. The poem at 
first seems nonsensical, but given a break in the middle of each 
line, its meaning begins to unravel.

In this pioneering visual exploration of I Saw a Peacock…, 
gond tribal artist Ramsingh urveti and book designer Jonathan 
yamakami use art and design in the service of language. 
Working together, revealing and concealing, they brilliantly 
mirror the shifting ways in which poetry creates meaning.

awarDS 

usBBy outstanding international Books honor list, 2013

3rd place, national library award, graphic design category, 
Brazil, 2012

new york Times, favorite Book cover designs of 2012

illUStratED BooKS For all agES / popUlar CUltUrE

art & design / pop 
Culture
pB; slipcase; 196 pp; 
Colour
120 mm x 160 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-19-7
€ 18
(not available in the uk)

art & design / 
Cinema
hc; 104 pp; colour
230 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-27-4
£ 19.99   •   € 28

MatCHBooK
shahid datawala, v. geetha

Sold in every road-side booth, matchboxes are part of daily 
life in India. Whimsical and hilarious, matchbox labels come in 
a staggering variety of designs. Inspired variations on successful 
labels are an accepted part of the matchbox world, deliciously 
turning the whole notion of branding upside down.

Matchbook showcases over 500 quirky members of this 
extended family, from the personal collection of Mumbai-
based designer Shahid Datawala. A perceptive essay places 
them in the context of popular art traditions, labour ethics and 
business history. 

THE 9 EMOTIONS OF INDIAN 
CiNEMa HoarDiNgS
m.p. dhakshna, v. geetha, sirish rao

The erotic. The Valorous. The furious. The Terror-stricken. 
The pathetic. The comic. The disgusting. The marvellous. The 
peaceful.

There is a spectrum of nine emotions that the superior work 
of art should evoke, explains the Natyashastra, one of the 
oldest surviving text on stagecraft in the world. The 9 Emotions 
deconstructs each of these emotions and explodes them into 
their modern context: Indian cinema billboards.

film hoardings artist m.p. dhakshna uses his colourful palette 
and bold imagery to invoke the visual history of a public art 
form that has all but disappeared from our streets.  
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folk art / feminism
pB; 56 pp; Two 
Colours
180 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-18-8
£ 6.99   •   € 7

graphic novel / epic 
/ Art
hc; 156 pp; colour
165 mm x 235 mm
Offset-printed; 
Second Edition 
978-93-80340-03-6
£ 11.99   •   € 14.80

Samhita Arni &  
Moyna Chitrakar

IND `550 / UK £11.99 

isbn 978-93-80340-03-6
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“War, in some ways,” muses Sita, the heroine of this book, “is merciful to men. 
It makes them heroes if they are victors. If they are vanquished – they do not 
live to see their homes taken, their wives widowed. But if you are a woman...”

Sita’s Ramayana shifts the point of view of the Ramayana – the saga of a heroic 
war – to bring a woman’s perspective to this timeless epic. Narrated by the 
heroine Sita, it is a powerful meditation on womens’ fate, as they become 
pawns in the wars between men and kingdoms. But Sita is not just a patient 
victim of events – she endures her fate with fortitude, until the moment she 
decides to challenge it...

The art matches the radical spirit of the tale. Vivid and earthy, it is a decided 
break from the romantic images of an epic past. 

The book unites two women from very different backgrounds: young urban 
writer Samhita Arni, who lives in Bangalore, collaborates with Patua scroll 
artist Moyna Chitrakar from the village of Nirbhaypur in West Bengal.

“Gorgeous, vibrant illustrations… the age range for this book is really  
boundless…”— American Library Association

Graphic Novel/Epic/Art

A New York Times Best Seller

SUltaNa’S DrEaM
rokheya sakhawat hossain, durga Bai

Sultana’s Dream first appeared in 1905, ten years before the 
american feminist and novelist charlotte p. gilman published 
her feminist utopia Herland. An appealing story of how 
peace-loving women overpowered aggressive men through 
the power of their brains, this slim book anticipates radical 
ecological and feminist themes that continue to engage our 
attention to this day. 

This edition is also a fascinating dialogue across time and 
cultures: durga Bai, a brilliant woman artist from the gond 
tribe of central india, has drawn her response to Rokheya 
Hossain’s feminist fable from the early twentieth century, 
adding a new layer of meaning to a classic text.

Sita’S raMaYaNa
samhita arni, moyna Chitrakar

Sita’s Ramayana shifts the point of view of the epic—the saga of 
a heroic war—to bring a woman’s perspective to this familiar 
tale. Narrated by the heroine Sita, it is a powerful meditation 
on the fate of women, as they become pawns in the wars 
between men and kingdoms. 

patua artist moyna chitrakar and book designer Jonathan 
yamakami deftly rework the traditional scroll form to create 
a dramatic visual narrative. samhita arni’s quiet yet reflective 
text complements Moyna’s startling colour and line. 

awarDS

notable Book, american library association (ala), 2012

honor Book, south asia Book award for children’s and young 
adult literature, 2012

usBBy outstanding international Books honor list, 2011

new york Times Bestseller, hardback graphic novels, 2011

illUStratED BooKS For all agES / grapHiC FiCtioN illUStratED BooKS For all agES / grapHiC FiCtioN

graphic novel / 
Biography / Art
hc; 156 pp; colour
165 mm x 235 mm
Offset-printed; 
Second edition 
978-81-92317-10-6
£ 11.99   •   € 14.80

Literature / Travel 
/ Art
hc; 130 pp; colour
140 mm x 220 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-16-6
£ 12.99   •   € 18.50

i SEE tHE proMiSED laND
arthur flowers, manu Chitrakar

This graphic novel version of the life of martin luther king Jr. 
and the civil Rights movement in the united states of america 
is an exciting dialogue between two very different storytelling 
traditions. arthur flowers, african-american writer and griot, 
tells the story in lyrical prose; while Manu Chitrakar, traditional 
patua scroll artist from west Bengal, india, paints a series of 
powerful visuals that capture with drama and force the truly 
iconic moments of king’s life. in the process, king’s struggle 
transcends its context, and becomes truly universal.

awarDS 

white Ravens catalogue of world’s Best Books for young 
people, 2011

Top-10 ya nonfiction picks, pennsylvania school librarians 
association, 2010

piCtUrES FroM italY 
Charles diCkens, livia signorini

written in the 1840s when he took a respite from the writing 
of novels and travelled with his family to Europe, Pictures from 
Italy is one of Charles Dickens’ early works. This fantastic 
and whimsical foray into the twin worlds of travel and the 
imagination offers a rare glimpse into the life and times of the 
great author.

In this illustrated edition, Italian artist Livia Signorini takes 
inspiration from Dickens’ words and plays with his sense 
of place, memory, and politics. The result is a brilliant 
contemporary dialogue with his work—a reading of history, 
time and change—which renews our sense of his enduring 
vision.
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Tara’s ongoing dialogue with the incredibly rich and varied forms 
of indigenous tribal and folk art in india began 15 years ago. we are 
privileged that in India, unlike in many parts of the world, these artists are 
our active contemporaries, ready to engage with us. Many of the artists 
that we work with come from remote and marginalised communities, 
but as is evident from the books themselves, their talent, intelligence and 
imagination are inspiring. 

whatever direction a particular project takes, there is one basic premise 
on which our collaboration is based. We would like each artist to be an 
‘author’, the active creator of a book. So when we work with an artist 
from a particular tradition, the book is not ‘about’ this tradition—it is not 
a documentary. The book is a gallery space which is offered to the artist 
to tell a story. We work intensively with them, developing the possibilities, 
pushing the boundaries both for the artist and for the book form. As 
publishers we play a curator’s role: linking art, story, design and printing 
and finally the book with its readers.

The art traditions we have worked with include patua, gond, mata-ni-
pachedi, meena, Bhil, mithila, kalamkari and patachitra. 

worKiNg witH FolK aND triBal artiStS Bhil, Madhya pradesh
Tree Matters
Visit the Bhil Carnival

gond, Madhya pradesh
Creation
Sultana’s Dream
The Night Life of Trees
signature: patterns in gond art
The london Jungle Book
i saw a peacock with a fiery Tail
alone in the forest
The churki-Burki Book of Rhyme
One, Two, Tree!
The old animals’ forest Band

Kalamkari, andhra pradesh
mangoes & Bananas

Mata-Ni-pachedi, gujarat
The cloth of the mother goddess
The great Race 

Meena, rajasthan
gobble you up!

Mithila, Bihar
hope is a girl selling fruit
Waterlife
following my paint Brush 
Black: An Artist’s Tribute

patachitra, odisha

The Sacred Banana Leaf

patua, west Bengal
a Village is a Busy place!
The patua pinocchio
sita’s Ramayana
i see the promised land
The Enduring Ark
monkey photo

Urban Folk art, gujarat
Drawing from the City

Various traditions
Sun and Moon
8 ways to draw fish
8 ways to draw an elephant
I Like Cats
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Experimenting with the physical form of the book is a Tara trademark. 
The narrative, the art, the artisanship and the object are all part of this 
process. In pushing the boundaries of the book form, we’re fascinated by 
its resilience. We’re ready to experiment with cutting-edge design, but 
insist that it communicates. Design for us is not an embellishment, but an 
integral part of how a book works: the final voice in the dialogue among 
text, image and production.

This year, we offer two exceptional books. The first, called A Village is a 
Busy Place! is inspired by the form of the Bengal patua scroll.  painted by 
a patua artist, it opens out fold by fold into an exploration of village life.  
The second book is an unusual collaboration between a pakistani author, 
two pakistani truck artists and an indian illustrator. called This Truck has 
Got to be Special, this story of an artist and a truck driver is sumptuously 
embellished and beautifully produced.

DESigN: tHE ForM oF tHE BooK StatioNErY
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A notebook that is as unique on the outside as whatever 
you choose to scribble inside. Covered with a fusion of 
eclectic prints and colours, stitched and bound by hand, 
each flukebook is completely original.

flukebook covers are created from the off-prints of 
our Book Craft workshop, where each one of our hand 
silkscreen-printed books are born. So aside from being 
objects of great beauty, they’re recycled too. you’ll never 
find a flukebook exactly like another—they’re impossible 
to reproduce!

largE, liNED NotEBooK
stationery / gift
hc; 192 pp; lined
140 mm x 210 mm
Silkscreen-printed cover
978-81-90754-65-1 (uk)
075-38-07518-38-3 (Rest of europe)
£ 10.99   •   € 14.50

SMall, liNED NotEBooK
stationery / gift
hc; 192 pp; lined
90 mm x 140 mm
Silkscreen-printed cover
978-81-86211-66-3 (uk)
075-38-07536-43-1 (Rest of europe)
£ 7.99   •   € 8.50

largE, UNliNED NotEBooK
stationery / gift
hc; 192 pp; unlined
140 mm x 210 mm
Silkscreen-printed cover
978-81-92317-11-3 (uk)
072-66-70463-71-5 (Rest of europe)
£ 10.99   •   € 14.50

SMall, UNliNED NotEBooK
stationery / gift
hc; 192 pp; unlined
90 mm x 140 mm
Silkscreen-printed cover
978-81-90754-63-7 (in uk only)
£ 7.99

FlUKEBooKS HaNDMaDE grEEtiNg CarDS

One-off single cards created from trail sheets and 
misprints gathered from the floor of our screenprinting 
workshop.

FlUKE CarDS  
retail paCks of 10 individual Cards

iNDiaN BEStiarY & ElEpHaNtS

Art
10 cards per pack; colour
125 mm x 180 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
ean: 072-66-70463-68-5
£22.50   •   € 31.5
(Suggested retail price per individual card € 3.50)

Rendered in tribal and folk art styles from across india, 
these beautiful handmade cards are silkscreen-printed 
on handmade paper.

Art
10 cards per pack; (2 x 5 designs); colour
145 mm x 145 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper

indian Bestiary
ean: 060-24-01503-33-5

Elephants
ean: 060-24-01503-34-2

£14.99   •   € 18
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tHE NigHt liFE oF trEES* 

StatioNErY / HaNDMaDE grEEtiNg CarDS

Art
10 cards per pack; (2 x 5 
designs); colour
125 mm x 180 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
ean: 072-66-70463-73-9 
£14.99   •   € 18

Also available:
individual cards: Retail packs of 10 
ean: 075-38-07518-42-0
£ 22.50   •   € 31.5
(Suggested retail price per individual card € 3.50)

Rendered in the intricate gond tribal art style from central india, 
these beautiful handmade cards are silkscreen-printed on black 
handmade paper.

Art
10 cards per pack; (2 x 5 
designs); colour
105 mm x 180 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
ean: 072-66-70463-72-2
£14.99   •   € 18

watErliFE*

Creatures of the water as you have never seen them 
before, rendered in the brilliant Mithila style of folk 
painting from eastern India.

Also available:
individual cards: Retail packs of 10 
ean: 075-38-07518-39-0
£ 22.50   •   € 31.5
(Suggested retail price per individual card € 3.50)

* not for sale in german-speaking regions

StatioNErY / HaNDMaDE grEEtiNg CarDS

CrEatioN

i liKE CatS

Art
10 cards per pack; (2 x 5 
designs); colour
145 mm x 145 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
ean: 075-38-07536-51-6 
£14.99   •   € 18

Art
10 cards per pack; (2 x 5 
designs); colour
145 mm x 145 mm
Silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper
ean: 075-38-07536-52-3 
£14.99   •   € 18

Rendered in the intricate gond tribal art style from central 
India, these beautiful handmade cards are silkscreen-printed on 
handmade paper.  They’re an ideal gift for art lovers.

These beautiful cards feature irresistible felines rendered in tribal 
and folk art styles from across India. An ideal gift for art lovers, 
these handmade cards are silkscreen-printed on handmade paper. 
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Unless otherwise indicated world rights have been given. 
9 Emotions of Indian Cinema Hoarding, The—dutch: mets & schilt uitgevers & 
Oxfam Novib

alone in the Forest—french (europe): albin michel 

Beasts of India—dutch (netherlands & Belgium): mets & schilt uitgevers & oxfam 
novib; french: actes sud; spanish (europe & latin america) editorial kalandraka

Bacchae, the—co-published with The J. paul getty Trust 

Book Book, the—chinese: art & collection co. ltd; french: Éditions milan; italian: 
gallucci editora; portuguese (europe): edicare editora; spanish: Thule ediciones; 
korean: iyagikot

Captain Coconut and the Case of the Missing Bananas—portuguese (world 
except Brazil): orfue negro

Catch that Crocodile—french: Éditions syros (paperback); italian: edizioni corraini; 
korean: Blue sky publishing co. ltd; portuguese (Brazil): manati  produções editoriais; 
complex chinese: art & collection; chinese (world except hong kong, macao and 
Taiwan): magic elephant Books (guangxi normal university press)

Circle of Fate, The—italian: l’ippocampo edizioni; portuguese (Brazil): editora wmf 
martins fontes; spanish: ediciones ekaré

Cloth of the Mother Goddess, The—korean: Borim press

Colour Book, the—korean: iyagikot; spanish: Thule; chinese: art & collection, 
Taiwan

Current Show—polish: marta Bręgiel-Benedyk 

Creation—italian (europe): adriano salani; portuguese (Brazil): wmf martins fontes; 
Japanese: Tamura-do; french: actes sud

Do!—french: Éditions Rue du monde; german: Baobab Books; italian: l’ippocampo 
edizioni; portuguese (Brazil): global editora; spanish (americas & mexico): petra 
Ediciones

Drawing from the City—french: actes sud; italian: gallucci editore; portuguese 
(Brazil): editora wmf martins fontes; spanish (mexico): conaculta; spanish (except 
mexico): Thule; korean:  
BiR / minumsa publishing group 

Elephants Never Forget!—dutch: mets & schilt uitgevers & oxfam novib; english 
(usa, philippines & canada): houghton mifflin; french: Éditions Tourbillon; italian: 
edizioni corraini; Japanese: suzuki publishing; portuguese (Brazil) manati produções 
editoriais; spanish: Thule ediciones; french: albin michel; complex chinese: art & 
collection; chinese (world except hong kong, macao and Taiwan): magic elephant 

Books (guangxi normal university press)  

Enduring ark, the—italian: gallucci editore

Excuse Me, is this india?—english (australia & new Zealand): spinifex press; 
Japanese: artone co. ltd.
Excuses, Excuses!—catalan (world excluding mexico): Takatuka; spanish (world 
excluding mexico): Takatuka

Flight of the Mermaid, The—french: Éditions syros; italian: donzelli editore; 
portuguese (Brazil): editora scipione

Following my paint Brush —french: Éditions syros; portuguese (Brazil): editora 
wmf martins fontes; spanish: editorial kókinos

Four Heroes & a green Beard—italian: giangiacomo feltrinelli editore

Four Heroes & a Haunted House—dutch: kiT publishing; italian: giangiacomo 
feltrinelli editore

gobble You Up!—korea (korean): daekyo; french: actes sud; simplified chinese 
(mainland china): china children’s press and publication group

great race, the—spanish (mexico): petra ediciones; portugese (Brazil): saraiva; 
korean: Borim press

HenSparrow turns purple—dutch (netherlands & Belgium): oxfam novib

Hippolytos—co-published with The J.paul getty Trust

Hope is a girl Selling Fruit—spanish: libros del Zorro Rojo; portugese (Brazil): 
Companhio das Letras

ideal Boy, an—co-published with dewi lewis publishing, uk; french: Éditions 
Alternatives

i like Cats—dutch (europe): fontaine uitgevers; italian (europe): adriano salani 
editore; Japanese: graphic sha publishing

in the Dark—catalan (europe & Venezuela): Thule editions; dutch: lemniscaat; french: 
Éditions Tourbillon; spanish (europe & Venezuela): Thule editions 

In the Land of Punctuation—portuguese (Brazil): Bruno Berlendis; castellano: Thule 
editions; korean: Borim press

i See the promised land—english (north america): groundwood Books; 
portuguese (Brazil): editora wmf martins fontes; korea: green knowledge

i Saw a peacock with a Fiery tail—portuguese (Brazil): editora scipione

Knock! Knock!—portuguese (europe):  edicare editora; korean: Borim press; italian: 
donzelli editore; Japanese (Japan): kawade shobo shinsha; complex chinese: global 
kids Books; chinese: Quingdao; polish: wydawnictwo dwie siosTRy

rigHtS
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Leaf Life—korean: dongin publishing

london Jungle Book, the—dutch: mets & schilt uitgevers & oxfam novib;  
french (paperback): Éditions syros; italian: adelphi edizioni; korean: ligem; 
portuguese (Brazil) editora cosac naify; spanish (mexico & spain): editorial sexto 
piso
Mahabharatha: a Child’s View, the—catalan: RBa libros; french: Éditions 
gallimard Jeunesse; german: nagel & kimche; greek: agra publications; italian: 
adelphi edizioni; portuguese (Brazil) conrad editora; spanish: ediciones Juventud, 
Editiones Siruela; Thai: Bharat Book House

Mala—english (usa & canada): annick press

Mangoes & Bananas—Japanese: artone co. ltd; portuguese (Brazil): editora 
Comboio de Corda

Monkey photo—french: actes sud; portuguese (Brazil): manati produções 
editoriais; portuguese (europe): edicare editora

Night Life of Trees, The—french: actes sud; german: Baobab Books; italian: 
adriano salani editore; Japanese: minoru Tamura; korean: Borim press; portuguese 
(Brazil): editora wmf martins fontes; spanish: editorial kalandraka; german: nordsüd 
Verlag

oedipus the King—co-published with The J.paul getty Trust

old animals’ Forest Band, the—dutch: mets & schilt uitgevers & oxfam novib; 
french: actes sud; greek: ekdoseis kokkino

one, two, tree!—catalan (world, excluding usa): fundacion intermon oxfam; 
dutch: mets & schilt uitgevers; french: actes sud; german: carl hanser Verlag; 
Japanese: artone co. ltd; portuguese (Brazil): editora wmf martins fontes; spanish 
(world, excluding usa) fundacion intermon oxfam; chinese: ginkgo (Beijing) Book 
Co. Ltd

puppets Unlimited—dutch: kiT publishing; german: Verlag an der Ruhr; italian: mc 
Editrice

real Men Don’t pick primroses—Italian: La Biblioteca Editrice

SSSS: Snake art & allegory—co-published (french/english) with the musée du 
quai Branly

Sacred Banana Leaf, The—danish: förlaget palka; french: Éditions syros; 
portuguese (Brazil): editora udp; swedish: förlaget hjulet; chinese: ginkgo (Beijing) 
Book Co. Ltd

Sita’s ramayana—english (north america): groundwood Books; portuguese 
(Brazil): editora wmf martins fontes

Sophocles’ antigone—co-published with The J.paul getty Trust; french: Éditions 

rigHtS

milan; italian: lapis snc di Rosaria punzi; portuguese: conrad editora

Sultana’s Dream—Italian: Donzelli Editore

Sun and Moon—italian (europe): adriano salani; Japanese: Tamura-do

that’s How i See things—catalan: editorial Juventud; danish: förlaget palka; 
french: Éditions syros; hebrew: agam publishing house; portuguese (Brazil): global 
editora; spanish: editorial Juventud; swedish: förlaget hjulet
tiger on a tree—catalan (europe & Venezuela): Thule ediciones; english (north 
america): farrar, straus and giroux; french: Éditions syros; german: Blauburg Verlag; 
hebrew (israel): agam publishing house; italian: edizioni corraini; Japanese: hyoron-
sha; korean: daekyo publishing; portuguese (Brazil): manati produções editoriais; 
spanish (europe & Venezuela): Thule ediciones; chinese: art & collection; complex 
chinese: art & collection; chinese (world except hong kong, macao and Taiwan): 
magic elephant Books (guangxi normal university press)

today is My Day—afrikaans: human & Rousseau

to Market! to Market!—dutch: mets & schilt uitgevers & oxfam novib; italian: 
Babalibri; korean: woongjin thinkbig co. ltd.; chinese (world except hong kong, 
macao and Taiwan): magic elephant Books (guangxi normal university press)

toys & tales—dutch: kiT publishing; italian: mc editrice; Japanese: international 
association for the Right to play

trash!—dutch: kiT publishing; italian: edizioni gruppo abele; korean: giant 
publishing company

tree girl, the—english (north america): annick press; french (Quebec): annick 
press

tsunami—french: Éditions Rackham; spanish (mexico, americas): petra ediciones

Very Hungry lion, the—dutch: oxfam novib; french: Éditions du seuil; italian: art 
& livres s.R.l; Japanese: artone co. ltd; korean: sigongsa co. ltd; portuguese (Brazil): 
Bruno Berlendis; english (usa & canada): annick press

Waterlife—french: actes sud; italian (europe): adriano salani editore; Japanese: 
kawade shobo shinsha; portuguese (Brazil): wmf martins fontes; korean: Borim 
press; german: Baobab

rigHtS
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2016

the Boy who Speaks in Numbers—Honor Book, South Asia Book Award for 
children’s and young adult literature
Creation—(Brazilian edition) cResceR magazine 30 Best children’s Book award

Knock! Knock!—kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of 2016

2015

Hope is a girl Selling Fruit—amelia Bloomer list, best books with significant 
feminist content
—usBBy outstanding international Books honor list
london Jungle Book, the—usBBy outstanding international Books honor list

tree Matters—Aesop Accolade

2014

gobble You Up!—south asia Book award for children’s and young adult literature
—The white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s books
—Aesop Accolade
In the Land of Punctuation—certificate of excellence, the international society of 
Typographic designers (isTd)
—design observer Top 50 Book list 
Enduring ark, the—usBBy outstanding international Books honor list

2013

Drawing from the City—(french edition) fifi Brindacier prize for promoting 
Sexual Equality
Excuses, Excuses!—white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s books
gobble You Up!—Blue elephant, kyoorius design awards
great race, the—usBBy outstanding international Books honor list 
i Saw a peacock with a Fiery tail — usBBy outstanding international Books 
honor list
Mangoes & Bananas—(portuguese edition) highly recommended by fniliJ, 
Brazilian arm of iBBy & selected as best translation for children. 
Sacred Banana Leaf, The—(portuguese edition) highly recommended by fniliJ, 
Brazilian arm of iBBy & selected as best translation for children. 

2012

Following My paint Brush—Honor Book, South Asia Book Award for Children’s 
and young adult literature
great race, the—new york public library Books for Reading & sharing list
i Saw a peacock with a Fiery tail—3rd place, national library award, graphic 
Design Category, Brazil
—new york Times, favorite Book cover designs of 2012
Sita’s ramayana—notable Book, american library association (ala)
—usBBy outstanding international Books honor list 
—honor Book, south asia Book award for children’s and young adult literature
Waterlife—mention, BolognaRagazzi award, new horizons, Bologna

2011

i See the promised land—Top-10 ya nonfiction 2010 picks, pennsylvania school 
Librarians Association
—white Ravens catalogue of world’s best books for young people, Bologna 
international children’s Book fair
Waterlife—design observer Top 50 Book list

2010

Do!—BolognaRagazzi award, new horizons, Bologna
In the Land of Punctuation—white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s 
books
to-let House, the—shortlisted, The hindu Best fiction award
that’s How i See things—iBBy honour list, illustrator category

2009

Elephants Never Forget—usBBy outstanding international Books honor list 
Sacred Banana Leaf, The—selected for the 21st edition, french le prix des 
Incorruptibles 
Circle of Fate, The—(italian edition) shortlisted for andersen prize

2008

Night Life of Trees, The—BolognaRagazzi award, new horizons, Bologna.
to-let House, the—long-listed, man asian literary prize

2007

Beasts of India—silver medal, fine art Reproductions, federation of screen 
printers associations, germany; Best Book, april 2007, ministry of culture, spain.

awarDS
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Mangoes and Bananas—white Ravens catalogue, Bologna international children’s 
Book fair

2006

one, two, tree!—picturebook of the month, september 2006, academy for 
children’s and youth literature, germany
london Jungle Book, the—honourable mention, us independent publisher 
awards (multicultural fiction)
Legend of the Fish, The—honourable mention, independent publisher awards 
(Best Book arts craftsmanship)
Sophocles’ oedipus the King—winner, golden cube award for Best Book 
Design

2005

Bacchae, the—The highlighted Title of the month, independent publisher online, 
nov 2005
Mahabharatha, the—Best Books published in 2004, spanish ministry of culture
one, two, tree!—white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s books, 
Bologna international children’s Book fair 
Seasons of the Palm—shortlisted for the kiryama fiction prize 
Sophocles’ oedipus the King—Winner, Association of American University 
presses’ annual show competition 
—winner, american association of museums’ publications design competition
—gold Trophy, university and college designers association’s annual design 
Competition
tiger on a tree—notable Book, american library association (ala) 
—new york Book show award, children’s Trade fiction 

2004

Mahabharatha, the—The Elsa Morante Literary Award, Italy
tiger on a tree—Book of the week, cooperative children’s Book center (ccBc), 
University of Wisconsin at Madison 
—Andersen Award, Italy 
alphabets are amazing animals—white Ravens catalogue of world’s best 
children’s books, Bologna international children’s Book fair

2002

Sophocles’ antigone—outstanding Book of the year, independent publisher 
awards (Best Book craftsmanship) 

awarDS
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—honourable mention, museum publication design competition 
in the Dark—white Ravens catalogue, Bologna international children’s Book fair

2001

trash!—white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s books, Bologna 
international children’s Book fair, and a star for promoting understanding between 
cultures

2000

anything but a grabooberry—white Ravens catalogue of world’s best children’s 
books, Bologna international children’s Book fair 
Mahabharatha, the—Book of the month, society for youth literature and media, 
germany 

1999

tiger on a tree—BiB plaque, Biennale of illustrations, Bratislava
HenSparrow turns purple—BiB plaque, Biennale of illustrations, Bratislava

1997

tiger on a tree—star from the french union of culture and libraries for 
excellence in the genre

1996

Very Hungry lion, the—Alcuin Citation for Excellence in Book Design, Canada, 
first in the children’s Book category

awarDS For tara

2014 

winner, london Book fair international publishing industry excellence award, Trade 
children’s and young adult publisher category 

2013

Bop Bologna prize for Best children’s publisher (asia Region)

2012

longlisted, publisher of the year, 3am magazine, uk

2007

Johannes gutenberg award for excellence in printing, madras printers’ & 
Lithographers’ Association

awarDS



DiStriBUtioN iN tHE UK:
Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd.
Tel: +44 20 7138 3650
fax: +44 20 7138 3658
E-mail: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
bouncemarketing.co.uk

DiStriBUtioN iN EUropE:
Runge Verlagsauslieferung
Bergstrasse 2
d-33803 steinhagen
order by fax: +49 (0) 5204-998 111
order by e-mail: msr@RungeVa.de

Claudia Strunk
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